Network structures of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane based nanocomposites: a Monte Carlo study.
The network structures of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane based nanocomposites are studied by continuous-space Monte Carlo simulations. The nanoporous network contains intercubic pores and mesopores which can be clearly identified in this work. In terms of degree of cross linking and pore size distribution (PSD), effects of linker length, tether rigidity, and number of reactive tethers are examined. It is found that the extent of cross linking as well as the intercubic pore size of the network increases as linker length increases which are consistent with experimental findings. However, the mesopores appear to shift to a smaller radii regime for networks with longer linkers. Networks with rigid tethers contain lots of free linkers, thus, low cross linking density and narrow PSD are observed. On the other hand, reduction of the reactive tethers shows an insignificant effect on the degree of cross linking of the system. The fact that the intercubic pore size increases as the number of reactive tethers decreases causes the nanobuilding blocks to possess larger free volumes and distribute themselves more evenly throughout the system. As a result, it reduces the possibility of forming large mesopores.